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1. Abstract
With the advances in speech communication systems such as
online conferencing applications, we can seamlessly work with
people regardless of where they are. However, during online
meetings, speech quality can be significantly affected by back-
ground noise, reverberation, packet loss, and network jitter, to
name a few. Because of its nature, speech quality is tradition-
ally assessed in subjective tests in laboratories and lately also
through crowdsourcing following the international standards
from the ITU-T Rec. P.800 series. However, those approaches
are costly and cannot be applied to customer data. Therefore,
an effective objective assessment approach is needed to evaluate
or monitor the speech quality of the ongoing conversation. The
ConferencingSpeech 2022 challenge targets the non-intrusive
deep neural network models for the speech quality assessment
task. We open-sourced a training corpus with more than 86K
speech clips in different languages, with a wide range of synthe-
sized and live degradations and their corresponding subjective
quality scores through crowdsourcing. 18 teams submitted their
models for evaluation in this challenge. The blind test sets in-
cluded about 4300 clips from wide ranges of degradations. This
paper describes the challenge, the datasets, and the evaluation
methods and reports the final results.
Index Terms: speech quality, deep learning, non-intrusive
model

2. Introduction
With the popularity of remote conferencing, voice-based
human-computer interaction has become mainstream. Envi-
ronmental noise, room reverberation, digital signal processing,
and network transmission can all degrade the quality of the
speech signal. In these applications, speech quality assessment
is in high demand. So far, the above fields have made great
progress. In ITU-T Rec. P.800 [1], the international telecom-
munication union develops subjective evaluation procedures to
assess speech quality, which is also the most preferred approach
for quality assessment. However, it must be performed under
controlled conditions, which is often time-consuming and ex-
pensive. Meanwhile, the perceptual evaluation of speech qual-
ity (PESQ) [2] and perceptual objective listening quality anal-
ysis (POLQA) [3] are designed to objectively evaluate speech

quality. However, they need clean reference speech signals as
comparison input. In order to non-intrusively assess the speech
quality, ITU-T Rec. P.563 [4] was developed but only for target
narrow-band applications. As deep learning shines in various
fields, deep neural networks have been developed to address
the non-intrusive speech quality assessment problem recently
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Nevertheless, most of these methods
adopt PESQ or POLQA as the speech quality label, which can
not really represent the subjective ratings in all impairments.
Only a few datasets with subjective scores have been published,
which limits the application of deep learning in the above prob-
lem. Therefore, a large dataset with subjective speech quality
scores and a non-intrusive speech quality assessment method,
which can better reflect perceived subjective feelings, are ur-
gently needed.

The ConferencingSpeech 2022 challenge aims to stimulate
research in the above-mentioned areas. We provided compre-
hensive training and test datasets that contain at least 200 hours
of speech samples with subjective test scores. We hope this
challenge helps facilitate idea exchanges and discussions in this
special session. Meanwhile, this challenge has the following
features: 1) We aim for non-intrusive models for evaluating the
speech quality (i.e., without reference speech signals), which
is more practical in online conferencing applications. 2) With
the continuous expansion of bandwidth in voice communica-
tion systems, the existing standardized non-intrusive objective
speech quality assessment method for narrowband speech such
as defined in ITU-T P.563 is no longer applicable. Therefore,
this challenge aims to effectively evaluate the speech quality for
signals with broader bandwidth. 3) To truly reflect subjective
opinion on speech quality, the training and test datasets con-
tain the mean opinion score (MOS), which is obtained through
subjective absolute category rating tests via crowdsourcing and
in accordance with the ITU-T Rec P.808 [13] using its open-
sourced implementation [14]. 4) Different from the Clarity Pre-
diction Challenge [15] which evaluates the speech intelligibility
of speech signals, this is the first challenge on non-intrusive ob-
jective speech quality assessment in an online conferencing. We
provide speech clips with subjective MOS that covers most of
the impairment scenarios in on-line speech communication. It is
believed that this will promote the development of non-intrusive
objective speech quality assessment methods.
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Table 1: Proportion of the degradations applied in Tencent Cor-
pus.

Impairment Percentage

White noise 10%
Nonstationary background noise 60%
High-pass/low-pass filtering 3.75%
Amplitude clipping 1.25%
AMR [16]/Opus [17] codec 5%
Nonstationary background noise + AMR/Opus codec 5%
White noise + AMR/Opus codec 5%
High-pass/low-pass filtering + AMR/Opus codec 5%
Amplitude clipping + non-stationary background noise 5%

Table 2: Proportion of the second step simulated impaired
speech in Tencent Corpus.

Impairment Percentage

Only first step impairments 16%
First step + noise suppression 49.2%
First step + noise suppression + packet loss concealment 23.9%
Clean speech 4.8%
Clean speech + packet loss concealment 6.1%

3. Task Description
In this challenge, comprehensive training datasets with ground
truth MOS were provided to each registered team. It is antici-
pated that the participating teams use only the impaired speech
signals to design corresponding algorithms or models, so that
the output prediction scores are close to the real MOS. The final
ranking of this challenge will be determined by the accuracy of
the predicted MOS from the submitted model or algorithm on
the evaluation test dataset, in terms of root mean squared error
(RMSE) and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). More de-
tails can be found on the challenge website 1.

It is worth noting that there are no restrictions on the source
of the training and development test datasets in this challenge.
Participants can use any dataset that is beneficial to the designed
algorithm or model for development. However, if additional
data is used in training, then an ablation study should be in-
cluded that shows the benefit to the test set.

4. Data Description
In this challenge, we provided the participants with four voice
datasets along with MOS labels, namely Tencent Corpus,
NISQA Corpus, IU Bloomington Corpus, and PSTN Corpus.
Among them, except for the NISQA Corpus, the other three
datasets are all made public for the first time. Each dataset will
be described in detail below.

4.1. Tencent Corpus

This dataset includes speech conditions with reverberation and
without reverberation. In the without reverberation condition,
there are about 10000 Chinese speech signals with simulated
impairments, which is very common in an online conference.
In the with reverberation condition, a total of approximately
4000 simulated impairments and live recording speech clips are
both considered. Part of the Tencent corpus speech samples are
recorded at 16KHz, while the remaining are recorded at 48KHz.

In the without reverberation condition, the selected source

1https://tea-lab.qq.com/conferencingspeech-2022

speech clips were artificially added with some damage to sim-
ulate the voice impairment scenario that may be encountered
in the online meeting scene. In order to prevent the possible
speaker-dependent behavior of the trained model, the original
speech data was selected from three publicly available datasets
Magic data [18], ST Mandarin [19] and AIshell 100h [20].
Each speech clip in the source data was processed with one
type of impairment and only one type. The different impairment
types and the corresponding percentage of the speech clips ap-
plied with each impairment type are listed in Table 1. Based
on the speech clips processed in the above step, we applied an-
other speech processing step including noise suppression [21]
and packet loss concealment [22] to simulate more realistic on-
line communication. Those processing and corresponding per-
centage in the final dataset are listed in Table 2.

In order to make the subjective database more comprehen-
sive, 4000 speech clips with reverberation were added to the
dataset. 28% of them were generated with simulated rever-
beration and 72% were recorded in realistic reverberant rooms.
In the simulated reverberation condition, the source data came
from the purchased king-asr-166 dataset. Meanwhile, various
room sizes and reverberation delays were considered. The sub-
jective scoring procedure was conducted in a crowdsourcing
way similar to ITU-T P.808. Each clip was rated by more than
24 listeners. After data cleaning, more than 20 subjective scores
were obtained for each speech clip and averaged to obtain the
final MOS score.

4.2. NISQA Corpus

The NISQA Corpus includes more than 14000 speech sam-
ples. Part of the NISQA corpus speech samples are recorded
at 16KHz while the remaining are recorded at 48KHz sampling
rates. The corpus is already publicly available therefore we only
included it in the training and development test sets in the com-
petition. Subjective ratings were collected through an extension
of the P.808 Toolkit [14]. Each clip has on average 5 valid votes.
Further details about this corpus are provided in [23]. We also
created a new test dataset (TUB hereafter) using unimpaired sig-
nals of 136 conversation tests. We selected a portion of speech
with no overlaps between two speakers, at least 55% active
speech, and added leading and trailing silences. That led to 865
source clips, from which a basic clustering algorithm detected
seven different clusters. Meanwhile, we created 62 synthetic
degradation conditions (different codecs, bandwidths, single or
multiple background noises, packet lost scenarios, etc.). Each
condition was applied on seven randomly selected source clips
(one per cluster). Finally, we collected on average 18 subjective
ratings per clip using the P.808 Framework [14].

4.3. IU Bloomington Corpus

There are 36000 speech clips extracted from COSINE [24]
and VOiCES [25] datasets. We randomly select about 10000
clips form the IU Bloomington Corpus in this challenge. For
the VOiCES dataset, 4 versions of each speech utterance were
provided, including reference (i.e., foreground speech), anchor
(i.e., low-pass filtered reference), and two reverberant stimuli.
The approximated speech-to-reverberation ratios are between -
4.9 to 4.3 dB. Three versions of each speech utterance were pro-
vided for the COSINE dataset, including reference (i.e., close-
talking mic), anchor, and noisy (i.e., chest or shoulder mic)
stimuli. The approximate signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) range
from -10.1 to 11.4 dB. We crowdsourced our listening tests
on Amazon Mechanical Turk by publishing 700 human intelli-
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gence tasks following ITU-R BS.1534 [26]. The speech corpora
from IU Bloomington Corpus consist of 16-bit single channel
files sampled at 16 kHz. For more details, please refer to [27].

4.4. PSTN Corpus

The clean reference files used for the phone calls are derived
from the public audiobook dataset Librivox. Because many of
the recordings are of poorer quality, the files have been filtered
according to their quality as described in [28], leaving in a total
441 hours from 2150 speakers of good quality speech. We ran-
domly select about 100 hours clips form the PSTN Corpus in
this challenge. Since, in practice, there are often environmental
sounds present during phone calls, we used the DNS Challenge
2021 [28] to add background noise. The noise clips are taken
from Audioset [29], Freesound, and the DEMAND [30] cor-
pus and added to the clean files with an SNR between 0 − 40
dB. The perceived speech quality of the training and test sets
were annotated in a listening experiment on AMT, according to
P.808. The speech corpora from PSTN Corpus are sampled at 8
kHz. For more details, please refer to [31].

4.5. Dataset Division

The training, development, and evaluation test sets in this chal-
lenge are all originated from the above-mentioned datasets. It
is worth noting that the IU Bloomington corpus differs from the
Tencent, NISQA and PSTN corpora that used ITU-T P.808 for
subjective testing, where the IU Bloomington corpus adopted
ITU-R BS.1534 for subjective testing, which resulted in a rat-
ing range of 0∼100 instead of 1∼5. Thus, the IU Bloomington
corpus will only be provided to participants as additional mate-
rials, speech clips from IU Bloomington corpus will not appear
in the evaluation test set of the challenge. Participants can de-
cide whether to use it according to their needs.

Due to the imbalanced size of the datasets, 80% of Ten-
cent Corpus and 95% of PSTN Corpus are used for training and
development. The rest 20% of Tencent Corpus, 5% of PSTN
Corpus, and newly created TUB corpus are used for evalua-
tion test in this challenge. We aim to make the impairment
situation and score distribution in the divided dataset as even
as possible. In summary, there are about 86000 speech clips
about 191 hours for training and development, and 4372 clips
about 11 hours for the evaluation test in this challenge. They
are composed of Chinese, English, and German, and consider
background noise, speech enhancement system, reverberation,
codecs, packet-loss and other possible online conference voice
impairment scenarios. More details about the dataset in this
challenge can be found in the Challenge Evaluation Plan2

5. Baseline System
This challenge provided two baseline systems, including Base-
line System 1 and Baseline System 2 [23]. The Baseline System
1 is a simplified version of the model in [32]. It is made of a
deep feed forward network followed by long short-term mem-
ory and average pooling. The Baseline System 2 is the complete
model from [23]. It is based on a convolutional neural network
(CNN) and attention mechanism. The log-mel-spectrograms of
the speech signal is provided as input to the CNN network to
extract the speech quality features at different times. The esti-
mated per-frame quality values are then aggregated over time by

2https://tea-lab.qq.com/ConferencingSpeech 2022 Challenge Evalu
ation Plan version2.pdf

Figure 1: Distribution of MOS values in three blind test sets.

using an attention model and the final score is predicted by the
attention pooling block. Both Baseline Systems were trained on
all datasets provided in this challenge.

6. Challenge Results
6.1. Evaluation Setup and Results

According to ITU-T P.1401 [33], we calculated RMSE to evalu-
ate the accuracy, the outlier ratio (OR) for consistency and PCC
for linearity. The RMSE is calculated according to the follow-
ing equation:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑

i=1

Perror(i)2, (1)

where N denotes the total number of speech utterances, i indi-
cates the i-th speech signal. Perror(·) represents the predic-
tion error which is defined as the difference between the mea-
sured and predicted MOS:

Perror(i) = MOS(i)−MOSp(i). (2)

The OR represents the number of outlier-points to the total
number of speech utterances. An outlier is defined as a point
for which the prediction error is larger than the 95% confidence
interval of the MOS value. Meanwhile, due to bias or offsets,
different gradients and different qualitative rank orders are al-
ways present in subjective evaluations. The statistical uncer-
tainty always exists in the collected MOS. Therefore, a mapping
function is recommended to compensate for the possible vari-
ance between several subjective experiments. In this challenge,
a third-order polynomial function is applied, which can be de-
rived from y′′ = a+by+cy2+dy3, where rmse (x, y′′) → min
and f(y) = monotonous between y′′

min and y′′
max.

For each model, we create one mapping function per test
dataset. Then the mapped predictions were used to calculated
RMSE MAP and OR. In this challenge, we decided to rank
models based on their accuracy, i.e., RMSE MAP. The descrip-
tive statistics on subjective ratings per blind test set are pro-
vided in Table 3 and Figure 1. A total of 18 teams from differ-
ent countries submitted results. Based on the submitted results,
their PCC, RMSE, RMSE MAP, and OR are calculated. The
specific results are shown in Figure 2.

6.2. Key takeaways

• In Figure 2 (a), it can be observed that the prediction re-
sults of all teams are better than the results of the Base-
line System 1. It suggests that the generalization of Base-
line System 1 is not good enough to effectively cover
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(a) mean of all datasets result analysis (b) Tencent Corpus result analysis

(c) TUB Corpus result analysis (d) PSTN Corpus result analysis

Figure 2: Challenge result analysis

Table 3: Descriptive statistics on subjective ratings in blind test
sets.

Dataset Average No. Average MOS
ratings p. clip 95%CI min max

Tencent Corpus 28 0.20 1.00 5.00
TUB Corpus 18 0.40 1.00 4.37
PSTN Corpus 24 0.35 1.74 4.29

different datasets. Meanwhile 11 teams achieved better
results than the Baseline System 2, accounting for 61%
of the teams who submitted their results.

• The rank-order of models change based on the dataset
and the criteria to use. For any future benchmarking, we
recommend to consider multiple blind test sets created
by different laboratories. PCC is strongly dependent to
how well the MOS values in the test set are distributed:
For Tencent Corpus team reach a PCC in range of [0.88 ,
0.97] whereas in the other two datasets the achieved PCC
was strongly smaller (cf. Figure 1). The OR is directly
influenced by the 95% CI, therefore OR values from one
dataset cannot be directly compare to another dataset.

• We did not observe a significant difference between

mapped RMSE values of top 2, 8, and 9 models in
datasets Tencent, TUB, and PSTN, respectively. How-
ever, team #1 is consistently among the top-three for all
datasets.

• From the top-performing team methods, it can be ob-
served that a large pre-trained language model is usually
used for feature extraction, followed by a downstream
network to fit the MOS score.

7. Conclusion

The ConferencingSpeech 2022 Challenge was organized to help
researchers from academia and industry to facilitate the devel-
opment of non-intrusive objective speech quality assessment
for online conferencing applications. We open-sourced several
large training datasets with subjective scores. We recommend
considering different blind test sets, created by multiple groups,
for any similar challenges or benchmarking tasks.
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